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We took advantage of the last week of our national parks pass and headed to the Moab area
and visited my parents and family for spring break. It snowed on the way down and on the way
back but the weather was perfect otherwise. We had to stop and buy some sunscreen which is
always a good problem to have in March.
It was great to see family and friends in Utah. The scenery was spectacular and the kids got a
glimpse of the canyon lands that I grew up discovering. Our family went to Moab every spring
break when I was a teenager to visit my cousins. My uncle took us on a new cool adventure
every year when we went down whether it was rafting, hiking or site seeing. It’s a beautiful
time of year to visit Moab.

A visit to Cove Fort with my parents

Itinerary
March 25: travel to Highland to visit cousins
March 26: travel to Price, USU Eastern Prehistoric Museum
March 27: travel to Moab, Sego Canyon, dinosaur tracks, Canyonlands NP, Dead Horse Point
March 28: Arches NP including a tour of the Fiery Furnace
March 29: Corona Arch, Fossil Point, Goblin Valley, Little Wildhorse Slot Canyon,
Black Dragon Canyon Petroglyphs, travel to Meadow
March 30: Cove Fort
March 31: Tabernacle Hill and lava tubes
April 1: travel home
Mammoth at USU Eastern Prehistoric Museum in Price, UT

The trip started out with a visit to our Nicol cousins in Highland, Utah. We all laughed
hysterically into the night as Connor mimicked line after line from different movies such as
Napoleon Dynamite and Nacho Libre. It was great seeing him before he left on a two year LDS
mission to Argentina.
The next morning after breakfast we drove to Price, UT. We went to the USU Eastern
Prehistoric Museum. What a great museum for such a small town. The girls were fascinated
with watching the paleontologists through the glass window. They were preparing dinosaur
bones for exhibit and talked to the girls about the process. They had a full sized Wooly
Mammoth and Utah Raptor along with some other great collections.
The next morning we stopped at several destinations before reaching Moab. Our first stop was
at Sego Canyon petroglyphs and ghost town just outside Thompson on the I-70 corridor. Sego
Canyon has some remarkable petroglyphs which have seen damage from vandals over the
years due to its easy access. We also explored a few ruins and the cemetery of the nearby ghost
town which the girls found very interesting.
Closer to Moab we stopped at the dinosaur tracks two miles off highway 191 8.5 miles south of
I-70. We saw the tracks of a large Brontosaurus and smaller carnivore.
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Canyonlands National Park
We made it to Canyonlands National Park for lunch after a spectacular drive through red rock
country. Our first stop was a hike to Upheaval Dome where we first ate lunch at the trailhead.
The Ravens kept the girls attention as they tried to sneak in for scraps.

Overlooking Upheaval Dome

It was fun for the girls to explore the slick rock while hiking over to the second overlook. What
an odd crater which is still a mystery to scientists on how it was formed even though there are
some theories.
Highlights at Canyonlands were Upheaval Dome and the overlooks – especially the rim trail at
Grand View Point Overlook. My favorite view was of the meandering river at nearby Dead
Horse Point State Park. The scenery overlooking the river carved plateau was impressive
especially with the LaSal Mountains as a backdrop. I’d love to take a future backpack trip into
the Needles and Maze districts of the park for some of the most remote and scenic views in the
country. As one overlooks the vast expanse of canyons the only thing that comes to mind is
Wow!

Scenes from the Grand View Point overlook

Looking down on the Shafer trail road

Dead Horse Point overlook

Arches National Park
Arches is amazing! I’ve been there several times but I experienced my favorite adventures on
this trip which were very impressive. The highlight was a ranger led hike through the Fiery
Furnace followed by another great hike to Delicate Arch. We also hiked to Landscape Arch
(longest in the world), Sand Dune Arch and Double Arch.
All were spectacular but the Fiery Furnace is something else. It is a labyrinth of rock fins and
narrow canyons not to mention a few hidden arches such as walk through, skull and surprise
arches. You’ll definitely want to obtain a permit to do it yourself or make advanced reservations
for a ranger led tour to experience one of the great wonders in the National Park System.
The hike to Delicate Arch is amazing once you arrive. Pictures don’t do this area justice. You
have to be there to experience the majesty of this great place. We didn’t stay long since I was
afraid the wind was going to blow us off the mountain. Make sure to spend a whole day at
Arches National park if you’re in the Moab area.

The girls and I in the Fiery Furnace
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Despite all the great wonders in the Moab area, one of my girl’s favorite memories will be the
heated outdoor hotel pool at night. It was a great way to relax (sort of) at the end of an
adventurous day. I say sort of relaxing because I did a lot of work throwing girls through the air
creating a big splash and letting the girls get on my shoulders to have chicken fights against
their sisters on mom’s shoulders. It was a blast!
As one last hurrah before leaving Moab I got up early to hike to Corona Arch just outside Moab
while my family slept. The plan was to be back by 8:00am to splurge at a breakfast buffet at the
Chinese restaurant next door. Interesting! I awoke earlier than needed and decided to drive out
to the trailhead anyway. It was pitch black when I arrived. The stars were amazing and the
Milky Way was clearly visible. I waited at the trailhead for ½ an hour and then decided to start
the 3 mile round trip hike anyway.
I was able to navigate the first part of the trail OK until I came to the slick rock which required
following cairns. It was slow trying to find cairns in the dark with no light but I managed to find
my way. By the time I got to the rope and ladder it was light enough to see. It was still dark
when I reached the arch but it made for an impressive photo. I ran back to the trailhead so I’d
still have time to see the dinosaur tracks and petroglyphs along Potash Road on my way back to
Moab. I got back with five minutes to spare and was ready for breakfast to start off the day.

Corona Arch at twilight

Our first stop on the way to Meadow was
Fossil Point about 10 miles of dirt road
south of Green River. It wasn’t what we
expected but we did find a few dinosaur
bones in the rock. I’m still trying to decide
if it was worth it or not. The Cleveland
Lloyd Dinosaur Quarry near Price was
closed so this was the next best thing.
We’d never been to a dinosaur quarry.
Some of my girls were excited about being
paleontologists until they saw the places
where they worked. I think it was a great
educational experience and worth it.
The next stop was a popular hike through Little Wild Horse Slot Canyon about 5 miles of paved
road west of Goblin Valley State Park. It is arguably the most fascinating slot in the San Rafael
Swell and one of the easiest and most accessible slots available for families to enjoy. The
number of cars at the trailhead confirmed its popularity.
After a thirty minute hike we were in the heart of the canyon. It is a must do if you ever visit
Goblin Valley. We enjoyed squeezing through sections where the cliffs towered above. The slot
was dry and safe from potential flooding. The girls were a very lively bunch for a hike. I could
tell that it impressed them as well. It’s fun to discover what’s around the next bend.
We ate lunch back at Goblin Valley State Park. This is a nice time to visit because temperatures
soar here in the summer compared to the low 70’s that we enjoyed. The hoodoos that make up
this impressive area are spectacular. It is a scene unlike anywhere else in the world. Cami and
Jacie and I decided to take a longer hike on the Entrada and Curtis loop trail while the other
girls played amongst the Goblins (hoodoos).
The hike was unlike any other but the highlight was definitely the Valley of Goblins. My girls
made their way back to the rest of the family as I explored deeper into the hoodoos. There are
some cool areas to explore among the taller hoodoos. We loved the area but my girls were
eager to see grandma and grandpa.
I talked them into one last stop along the way to see some petroglyphs just off I-70 at Black
Dragon Canyon. The big canyon was impressive but more impressive was the slick rock that
seemed to ascend forever and then come to a sheer drop off. I’d like to come back and explore
this area some time. It’s a five minute hike up the canyon after a very short drive to see the
petroglyphs. We also saw four Wild Burrows along the freeway as we ascended the San Rafael
Swell. Other animal highlights seen on the trip were Deer, Elk and Antelope as well as birds like
the Juniper Titmouse, Say’s Phoebe, Western Scrub Jay, Lesser Goldfinch and a Great-Tailed
Grackle on the freeway interchange at Burley, ID.
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It was great to finally reach Meadow after such a long eventful day. We were ready for a break
in the action and it showed by what time we awoke the next morning. That afternoon we
visited Cove Fort with my parents. Cove fort was built as a refuge and rest stop on the route
between Salt Lake City and St George during the settlement era. It is worth a stop if you are
ever in the area.
Saturday was Madilyn’s second birthday. We celebrated with a picnic, early Easter egg hunt and
a trip to the park to play on the playground. Before the picnic my dad and I showed my brother
Rick a new lava tube just west of town near Tabernacle Hill that he had never explored. He’s
taking his scout troop down to sleep in a lava tube and swim at the hot pots in May.
We were able to visit my grandparents, cousins, brother and my good friend Travis that I
haven’t seen for a decade. It was a great spring break to see family and some of the world’s
most amazing wonders.

Happy Birthday Madilyn!

